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ABSTRACT

A program called mcgen was written for creating initial models for Molecular Dynamics simulations with capa-
bility to arrange at least the following into simulation cell: branched and non-branched polymers, copolymers,
nanoparticles, dissolved salts (ions), liquids. The program was tested with non-branched poly(ethylene oxide)
molecules and the optimal values were found for the control parameters the Monte Carlo algorithm depends on,
such that the program works steady and fast enough. Generation features of mcgen allow to generate one or
several chains of the same or different types; add side-chains with fixed or random spacing along the main chain;
insert atoms and ions into the simulation cell before generating the polymers; mark given atoms as “invisible” so
that those atoms are not checked against any geometric constraints and will be removed from the simulation cell,
if they happen to be on the way of the growing polymer chain; establish geometric constraints (sphere, upper
and/or lower limit on one, two or all three axes) and generate polymer chains either inside or outside them.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Polymers whose shape can be purposely changed by applying some kind of electric signal to them are known as
Electroactive Polymers (EAPs). They can be used as actuators or sensors. Large controlled displacements and
good damage tolerance are achievable, similar to those of biological muscles, therefore such materials are also
known as artificial muscles and they have possible application in the field of robotics.1

EAP-based electromechanical actuators have light weight, noiseless motion and simple mechanical construc-
tion while able to perform different movements like contraction, bending etc., and can be valuable for use in
miniature robotics, medical, space, military and other applications where inflicting similar movement by the
means of traditional electromechanic components would be too awkward.

In order to improve the properties of the IPMC artificial muscles, the surface resistance of IPMC actuators
and sensors was studied.2 The results show surface resistance high correlation to bending curvature. The
equivalent circuit model was suggested to describe the actual behaviour of IPMC sensors and actuators and the
effects of the surface resistance were discussed.

The next step from here is to incorporate molecular level computer simulations to better understand the
behaviour of IPMCs. We have a lot of experiences of simulations of different polymeric system,3–8 mostly for
lithium-ion polymer battery applications. Also we have parametrised force fields9 with Quantum Chemistry
(QC) methods10 between different ions and ionic complexes for Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations.11–15

In the present work a new program for generating initial configurations, i. e. atom/ion positions in the MD
simulation box with Monte Carlo method is introduced. The properties of the program are closely described,
the optimal values for program parameters are found and the performance of the program is analysed.
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2. MODIFIED MONTE CARLO METHOD

Monte Carlo Method is a method often used to study the macroscopic properties, e. g. phase transformation
temperatures of structures consisting of many chaotically moving particles and numerical integration of intricite
mathematical functions. Large number of random data points are created and a statistical analysis is used
to find the macroscopic parameters. Data points can be uniformly distributed and taken into account with
different weighs (simple sampling technique) or already generated with the weighs used as generation probability
for increased efficiency (importance sampling technique) if the desired distribution function is quite far from
uniform distribution.14 mcgen falls to the latter category for although the variables of adding another monomer
unit are generated with uniform distribution, a good unit configuration is used for long time unchanged while
adding more units to it, but bad configurations will soon be replaced.

The suitable probability function px for simulation of a system of atoms is the Boltzmann distribution
px ∼ exp −Ex

kT where x is the selected configuration, Ex its potential energy, T is the simulation temperature and
k is the Boltzmann constant.16

When a long-chained macromolecul is randomly placed into a simulation cell with limited measures, the
molecule probably overlaps itself in the beginning configuration, a situation that should be avoided.16

Incremental adding of atoms to an open end of the chain in the means of monomers is similar to a radical
chain polymerization process17 and would be better suited for macromolecules than random placement of the
whole chain, so mcgen adopts this kind of algorithm.

This modified method comes together with change of energy Ek caused by the change of the positions of
atoms and their configuration potential energies, and with additional change of energy E1due to the change of
the number of atoms in the simulation cell. After each growth step a measurement will be taken of the total
energy change ∆E = E1 + Ek.

It has been proven18 that the Metropolis method that does not change the number of atoms and therefore
ensures that E1 = 0 gives natural distribution of configurations with different potentials.

When in our method E1 < 0 as will often happen in case of creation of many covalent bonds with negative
potential into an empty simulation box, the configurations distribution becomes less specific as all configurations
with energies below the threshold Ek ≤ E1 are always accepted.

When the potential energy is biased so that E1 > 0, then the configurations distribution function becomes
abnormally narrow as the possibility of having ∆E < 0 is decreased. Also the probability function is multiplied
by factor 0 < exp −E1

kT < 1 thus decreasing the general unit acception rate and unnecessarily increasing simulation
time.

Therefore the model should be made in such a way that the value of E1 be as close to zero as possible. The
gradual growing methodology does not allow this value to be made exactly zero by simple means because the
average energy increase per added monomer unit does depend on the current amount of free space in the cell by
increasing the part of long-range energy, but some level of correction by adding an empirically derived constant
is useful. The uneven distribution of dihedral angles along the polymer chain can be eliminated by following
relaxation in Molecular Dynamics simulation.19

3. PROGRAM DETAILS

3.1. General Properties

The current status of the program include the following features:

• growth of single or multiple chains with the same and/or different structure;

• growth of branched chains with constant or random distance between the branches along the backbone;

• insertion of atoms and/or ions to the simulation box prior to the chain growth;

• exclusion of preinserted atoms from the simulation box when they stay on the way of the growing chain;
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• geometrical constraints on the way of the growing chain; the chain can grow inside or outside of a sphere;
stay on the one side of a wall (or walls) perpendicular to the coordinate axis (axes); stay inside or outside
a rectangular box (each coordinate axis has a wall perpendicular to it); multiple constraints of the same
or different type can be specified at the same time.

3.2. Control Parameters

The growth of the chain is controlled by the following parameters:

MAXTRYUNIT aka. MTU - the number of unaccepted configurations for the current unit before the con-
figuration of the previous accepted unit becomes unaccepted; the growth continues with trying the first
unaccepted unit again;

RTRY - the number of unaccepted configurations for the current unit before the configurations of more than
one last accepted units become unaccepted; the growth continues with trying the first unaccepted unit
again;

RSTEP - the number of units to be unaccepted in the case of fixed takeback of units or the highest number of
units taken back in the case of random takeback;

RFIX - takeback strategy; it determines if the number of takeback units is random or fixed.

3.3. The Algorithm

The algorithm is presented on Fig. 1. At first, the program reads structure and preinserted atom coordinates
from input files. The growth of each molecule starts by creating the data structure in the memory. If the
molecule is not immediately finished, the coordinates of the next unit are generated. At first, the unit is not
accepted if the coordinates of any of the atoms in the unit fall into the region restricted by geometric constraints
or coordinates overlap to any other atom within the sum of those two atoms’ radiuses already present in the
simulation box. Here, exceptional are the atoms connected by any type of bonds. When this test is passed, the
energy difference ∆E between the new configuration and the previous one is calculated. If ∆E ≤ 0, the unit in
its new configuration is accepted at once. If ∆E > 0, a random number q ∈ (0, 1) is compared to the probability
p = exp−∆E

kT . The configuration is accepted in the case q < p.16

If one unit gets not accepted up to MAXTRYUNIT times sequentially in the algorithm, it is removed and a
new configuration is generated for the last accepted unit. Each unit has another counter RTRY with non-zero
initial value and every fulfilled MAXTRYUNIT is subtracted from the RTRY value of according unit. If this
variable is counted down to zero for a unit, it is reset with its initial value and a number of units are taken back.
This number is determined by RSTEP and RFIX values. RFIX defines the takeback strategy that can be either
fixed or random. In the case of fixed takeback RSTEP is the constant number of units to take back. In the case
of random strategy, the number of takeback units is chosen randomly from 2 upto the value of RSTEP.

4. TEST RESULTS

4.1. Model Parameters and Test Setup

Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)20 is chosen for test cases. PEO is a widely used prototype electrolyte host material for
rechargeable lithium-ion polymer batteries and therefore well-studied both experimentally and theoretically. Test
cases try to generate the amorphous phase of the polymer, since it is well-known that this phase has better ionic
conductivity over the crystalline one; and this is one of the properties important for battery applications.21–23

At present work, three types of simulation boxes are studied:

• cubic simulation box with side length of 35 Å and periodical boundary conditions at all three direction;
this simulation box should contain a chain of 582 monomers;
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Figure 1. Program algorithm
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• cubic simulation box with side length of 35 Å and periodical boundary conditions in two directions; the
third dimension has following geometrical constraint: 0 ≤ x ≤ 17.5 Å, so the chain is free to grow between
2 walls in y- and z-direction; the target for this simulation box is to create a chain of 290 monomers as
needed for a slab;

• cubic simulation box with side length of 35 Å and periodical boundary conditions in one direction; the
second and third dimensions have following geometrical constraints: 0 ≤ x ≤ 17.5 Å and 0 ≤ y ≤ 17.5 Å,
so the chain is free to grow between 4 walls in z-direction; the target for this simulation box is to create a
chain of 290 monomers as needed for a wire.

The methyl groups are scheduled to add for chain ends. The force field for PEO was developed earlier.24

The purpose of the test cases is to find optimal values of program control parameters MTU, RTRY, RSTEP
and RFIX. Optimal values of control parameters should ensure the least computing expenses on generating the
simulation box of desired density.

The program receives 72 hours of real time to finish the chain or enough time to perform at least 50 million
tries to add new monomer for each set of control parameters. In the first test series the value of MTU is fixed at
500, RTRY is varied in the range of 2000. . . 16000 (1000. . . 16000 for 3D periodicity and random takeback) and
RSTEP in the range of 2. . . 10. Then the best result of the first series are studied by varying MTU in the range
of 100. . . 900. In the analysis of the results the second series are compared and efficiencies calculated against the
results for MTU=500.

4.2. Three-Dimensional Freedom

4.2.1. Fixed takeback at MTU=500

The first testing step with MTU=500 and fixed takeback algorithm gives following results (Fig. 2). In the region
RTRY < 1000 · (RSTEP + 1) takeback is probably too large-scale since the production of units decreases on
increasing the proportion of takeback (decreased RTRYS and/or increased RSTEP). There is a possibility to
abandon potentially good moves in this case.

The effect on the result of RTRY changes does decrease on increasing RTRY value. Apparently the good
moves are kept and less time spent to resolve hopeless moves. Those result on increasing RSTEP shows that
takeback is overacting. Thus there is no point in using larger RSTEP values than 4 in the case of fixed takeback.

RSTEP=2 is the most effective for several RTRYS values, but these are accompanied by the most ineffective
results. So short takeback does not ensure exiting from the 4-monomer traps.

The best control parameters are RTRY=12000/RSTEP=3 (554 monomers or 95 % of the maximum number
of monomers), RTRY=13000/RSTEP=4 (543 monomers or 93 %) and
RTRY=7000/RSTEP=2 (562 monomers or 96 %)

4.2.2. Random takeback at MTU=500

In the case of random takeback (Fig. 3) the region of hyperactive takeback ends at lower RTRY values (usu-
ally 3000. . . 4000) than for fixed takeback. Appears that the region of premature takeback reaches to the end
approximately at the same average number of abandoned units both for random and fixed cases. RSTEP=2
and RSTEP=3 show unstable behaviour. The best results in the broad range of RTRY gives RSTEP=5 and
RSTEP=6 with average number of abandoned units of 3.5 and 4 respectively.

The global maximum according to the longest chain is at RTRY=16000/RSTEP=4 (559 monomers) but this
is located at the edge of the examined RTRY range and neighbouring RTRY values have worse results. The next
best is at RTRY=8000/RSTEP=6 (549 monomers or 94 %) and this is extremely stable against the variations
of RSTEP; RSTEP±2 and RTRY±2000 do not decrease the result below 90 %.

One can conclude that random takeback gives about 1 % better results than fixed takeback.
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Figure 2. Relative number of generated monomers with fixed takeback at different RSTEP values and MTU=500 for
3-dimensional freedom
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Figure 3. Relative number of generated monomers with random takeback at different RSTEP values and MTU=500 for
3-dimensional freedom
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Figure 4. Relative number of generated monomers at selected RTRY/RSTEP values for 3-dimensional freedom

4.2.3. Varied MTU

The selected parameters (Fig. 4) are RTRY=2000/RSTEP=2, RTRY=7000/RSTEP=2, RTRY=12000/
RSTEP=3 and RTRY=13000/RSTEP=4 for fixed takeback; RTRY=10000/RSTEP=5, RTRY=12000/
RSTEP=5, RTRY=13000/RSTEP=6 and RTRY=15000/RSTEP=8 for random takeback.

In the case of fixed takeback, the dependence of the results on the varied MTU is weak. The change is less than
15 % in the whole RTRY range. For RTRY=2000/RSTEP=2 and RTRY=7000/RSTEP=2 the varying of MTU
is useless, since they already have the highest result. Higer RTRY values and lower RSTEP values give about 0.5
% better results at smaller MTU values than 500. For random takeback, seldom takeback and higher RSTEP
end up with 2. . . 4 % better results at lower MTU than 500 (4 % for RTRY=12000/RSTEP=5/MTU=400, 2 %
for RTRY=15000/RSTEP=8/MTU=200). But some higher MTU values than 500 also improve the result (3 %
for RTRY=10000/RSTEP=5/MTU=700, 1.5 % for RTRY=15000/RSTEP=8/MTU=600)

4.3. Two-Dimensional Freedom

4.3.1. Fixed takeback at MTU=500

In general, the fluctuations are smaller compared to the three-dimensional case (Fig. 5). Probably the ge-
ometric restrictions force frequent resolving of bad moves which have not much time to grow long. Better
results are achieved with large RTRY values and also for large RSTEP values. The absolute maximum 290
monomers is at RTRY=15000/RSTEP=10. The control parameters are stable in the ranges of 7000. . . 16000 for
RTRY and 3. . . 6 for RSTEP. The drawback is that the program efficiency decreases when RTRY increases, thus
RTRY=6000/RSTEP=3 can be considered as optimal values (277 monomers, 96 %).

4.3.2. Random takeback at MTU=500

Clear fluctuations appear upto RSTEP=4 (Fig. 6), but they calm down around the maximum result of 290
monomers with parameters RTRY=5000/RSTEP=3. Further increasing of RTRY value at RSTEP=3 does
not improve result due to too long resolving time of bad moves. RSTEP=5 shows the most stable behaviour
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Figure 5. Relative number of generated monomers with fixed takeback at different RSTEP values and MTU=500 for
2-dimensional freedom
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Figure 6. Relative number of generated monomers with random takeback at different RSTEP values and MTU=500 for
2-dimensional freedom
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Figure 7. Relative number of generated monomers at selected RTRY/RSTEP values for 2-dimensional freedom

in the range of 4000. . . 14000 for RTRY, varying less than 5 % from the local maximum of 274 monomers at
RTRY=8000.

Fixed takeback has 1 % better maximum result compared to random takeback, still it appears that random
takeback resolves more efficiently bad moves without abandoning monomers with good configurations, which
may be a case for fixed takeback.

4.3.3. Varied MTU

The test runs are performed for selected parameters RTRY=6000/RSTEP=3, RTRY=12000/RSTEP=5,
RTRY=14000/RSTEP=4 and RTRY=15000/RSTEP=2 for fixed takeback; RTRY=5000/RSTEP=3,
RTRY=10000/RSTEP=4 and RTRY=14000/RSTEP=6,7 for random takeback (Fig. 7).

A rise of the efficiency by about 8 % appears at RTRY=15000/RSTEP=2 (fixed takeback) and RTRY=14000/
RSTEP=7 (random takeback) as a result of MTU decrease from 500 to 300. The result is also 3 % better when
MTU increases from 500 to 700 at RTRY=10000/RSTEP=4 (random takeback). The result for fixed takeback
improves at RTRY=12000/RSTEP=5 and RTRY=14000/RSTEP=4 by 2 % and 1 % respectively. Rest of the
control parameter pairs tested have their maximum at MTU=500.

4.4. One-Dimensional Freedom

4.4.1. Fixed takeback at MTU=500

The fluctuations due to the small number of monomers in bad moves are even smaller than for the two-dimensional
case (Fig. 8). Already RSTEP=2 is good enough to use with the absolute maximum at RTRY=9000. At higher
RTRY values the efficiency decreases.

4.4.2. Random takeback at MTU=500

RSTEP=2, 3 are quite unstable (Fig. 9). There is a plateau in the RTRY range of 12000. . . 16000 at RSTEP=5
containing absolute maximum of 287 monomers and the efficiency of 89 % or more. In general, fixed takeback is
more stable, but random tackeback is more productive.
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Figure 8. Relative number of generated monomers with fixed takeback at different RSTEP values and MTU=500 for
1-dimensional freedom
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Figure 9. Relative number of generated monomers with random takeback at different RSTEP values and MTU=500 for
1-dimensional freedom
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Figure 10. Relative number of generated monomers at selected RTRY/RSTEP values for 1-dimensional freedom

4.4.3. Varied MTU

The selected parameters are RTRY=9000/RSTEP=2,4 and RTRY=13000/RSTEP=3 for fixed takeback;
RTRY=7000/RSTEP=3, RTRY=8000/RSTEP=6, RTRY=9000/RSTEP=4 and RTRY=12000/RSTEP=5 for
random takeback (Fig. 10).

Almost all of them have their maximum results at MTU=500. Varying of MTU improves the result only in
the case of random takeback at MTU=600 for RTRY=12000/RSTEP=5 and RTRY=7000/RSTEP=3 by 0.5 %
and 1 % respectively.

5. SOME CONCLUSIONS

The optimal values for program control parameters depend a lot on system geometry and applied restrictions.
To ensure the desired density in the simulation box with the shortest time some test should be carried on for the
specific simulation box geometry as well as for the polymers itself, since the monomer structure and length may
have their influence on the generation speed and efficiency; and again, control parameters need some tuning.
And one should mention that different initial seed values of the random number generator may speed things up
but somevalues do slow down the generation speed. Also, some work is going on to introduce MPI25 into the
program to enable the program benefit from the possibilities of parallel computers and to improve calculation
speed.

Since the program is written in modular fashion, it is easily expandable and it is easy to add new features
into the input files. Program already outputs data in some common format. The special interest is focused on
compatibility with DL POLY,26 what is a well-known Molecular Dynamics package. Some mcgen features are
initially inspired from the idea of breaking the generation at the point where the chain is hopelessly trapped and
relaxing the chain with Molecular Dynamics simulations, using DL POLY. After the relaxation the generation
can be continued from the breaking point, but now with different coordinates for atom and ions and therefore
with different potential energy of the system.
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